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Approve previous meetings notes

Balancing public access and habitat

restoration

Willows blocking Smith Lake

blind views

Water flooding public trails

and viewing blinds

Updates

Adjourn

Devroy 530535 pm

535 715 pm

AGENDA

Welcome and introductions Devroy 530 pm

Kromer

Kromer

715 730 pm

730pm
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Summary of Recreation Discussion

Maintaining Smith and Bybee Wetlands in manner that is faithful to their original

natural condition is the essence of the Goal Statement in the Management Plan adopted

by the Portland City Council and the Metro Council in 1990 In 2006 the Smith and

Bybee Wetlands Management Committee examined long list of recreational activities

some of which were mentioned in the original Plan and some of which have come into

being since the plan was created Each of these activities was compared to the goal

statement and objectives in the original plan The Committee created and evaluated list

of existing and potential recreational uses Each listed activity rm to be

compatible or incompatible In the future case-by-case decisio on and what

will not be allowed need to be made for recreational activities not yet invented or

recognized and for those that may be allowed if the number of individuals involved is

low e.g two runners versus 5000 competitors This matrix is provided below and the

committee recommends that it be adopted as an update to the original Management Plan

Matrix not provided herein



CUTTING WILLOWS IN FRONT OF SMITH BLIND

Pros

The viewing blind was built for people to have view of Smith Lake especially

wintering waterfowl and now that view is obstructed Visitors should continue

to have the long-range views from that location as they have had for 10 years

There was cost to construct the Smith blind for wildlife viewing around
$20000 $25000 and its prudent that Metro protects that invested

Keeping the Smith blind useable for wildlife viewing eliminates the need cost

and possible habitat destruction of putting in another blind someplace else

within the natural area e.g pass the Bybee blind for such activities

We have received numerous inquiries and complaints from people who want to

preserve the views theyre accustomed to

There is lot of regenerating willow in and all of Smith and Bybee Wetlands
Natural Area The cutting of willow in front of Smith Blind will not even
marginally reduce that habitat in the wetland

Metro has removed trees and altered habitat to provide views for the public at

other areas so this is consistent with management practices at sites which are

open to the public

The Smith blind is wheelchair-accessible and we feel greater need to

preserve views where we have this accessibility

Decision isnt irreversible we can always stop cutting the willows and let them

grow back

If we dont provide the view from that location people will go off-trail and seek
the view elsewhere creating more problems

Cons

This is not one-time only task but creates an ongoing maintenance

responsibility at time when staff is stretched thin

The natural regeneration of willow is part of the planned restoration work and
this is teaching opportunity to show recovery of one of the regions most
threatened wetland types bottomland hardwood wetlands



Conditions have changed since the viewing blind was placed and we should

accept that it is becoming forest shelter rather than viewing blind

Instead of cutting willows look at how the Smith blind can be retro-fitted

second level to better viewing opportunities

People can still view wintering waterfowl at the Bybee blind so we dont need to

damage habitat at Smith blind for that view

Cutting vegetation to preserve birding opportunities provides preferential

treatment to birders we asked paddlers to accept the loss of months

paddling every year and bass anglers to accept the loss of one of the states

best bass fisheries so we could restore habitat at Smith-Bybee Plus birders

can still view the waterfowl elsewhere at SB just like paddlers can still get on

the water at some times of year so the opportunities are not completely lost

under current conditions

Cutting the willows will remove the incentive to provide other creative solutions

such as placing higher platform or providing interpretive information about the

evolving wetland forest or improving the social/bandit trail beyond the Bybee
blind

We decided to locate the canoe launch 0.25 miles from the main facilities

because it was not good idea to cut the willows to accommodate the

paddlers The Smith blind situation is no different its just accommodating
different group


